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ABSTRACT 

 

Management and executive education is big business, with approximately $50 billion 

spent per year on leadership development alone.
 

In 2003 a survey the Financial 

Times found leading European companies to be spending on average £3,336 per 

participant per year on executive education; 42% of respondents had a corporate 

university, with a further 12% looking to establish one over the next couple of years, 

and of the topics offered, leadership, followed by general management, were the 

most common.
 

 

 

Within UK Higher Education, the number of business schools has increased from 

two in the mid-1960s to more than 100 in the mid-1990s
 

and in the years between 

1996-97 and 2004-05 the number of students of Business and Administrative studies 

rose by 35% (from 222,321 to 299,310) with the greatest rate of change for post-

graduate students (up by 60%). (Richard Bolden, 2007).IT indicates the increasing 

significance of leadership in the 21 century. In the following study we try to find out 

the current trend in the contemporary leadership across the globe.   

 

KEYWORDS: Leadership Development, Executive Education, Leadership Across 

The Globe. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Technology is bringing a change in leadership styles. The command-and-control leadership 

methods of the last century are extremely inefficient in the fast changing technology world. 

Motivating environments are needed on the frontline with people who assume responsibility and 

exercise leadership. To attract and keep this type of person, the work environment must inspire 

and exploit employee capabilities. 

1.1 STUDY OBJECTIVES 

1. To understand different dimension of leadership in   corporate world 

2. To analyze leadership trends across the globe in contemporary era 

3. To assess paradigm ship of leadership from “command-and-control” to “engage - and – 

create.”
 
         

DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN    

LEADERSHIP TYPES  

Executive Leaders (CEOs) are responsible for articulating the vision and direction of the firm. 

CEOs make speeches and reorganize but have very little impact on the day-to-day operation of 

any kind of business. This is the job of line-leaders. 

2.2 Line Leaders are the lynch pins connecting lower levels to the top. They have a great deal of 

influence on what is important. They can act as filters or amplify the message executive leaders 

want communicated. Through their actions and even their non-verbal behavior they 

communicate; what they think is important. They can kill any change program or they can take a 

leadership position and promote change. Unfortunately, this group of leaders can possess a 

mindset conditioned by years of adversarial relationships and can be wary of using interactive 

leadership techniques. Change programs often fail because of this group‟s lack of effective 

leadership skills. 

2.3 Network-Leaders are the third type. They are the invisible force behind how the firm really 

operates. They typically come together voluntarily; drawn by a common social and professional 

force. There are no bosses, diverse agendas and no expected results. The egalitarian nature of 

these groups promotes openness to exchange knowledge, to listen, and to support disagreement. 

These natural work groupings with their network- leaders need identification and their networks 

formalized. Accepting and legitimizing these communities of interest is formalizing the informal 

organization. This is where “tribal knowledge” is created. 

2.4 Five points from Thomas A. Stewart, Editor-in-Chief, Harvard Business USA emerged in his 

review are; 

 Successful companies know exactly what their core business is.  
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 They look closely at their customers. 

 They find something that they can do over and over again. 

 When deciding on expansion, they look to adjacent operations, like services. 

 They avoid the “allure of the new” and focus on what they can do to drive the core 

business forward. 

2.5 Dr Patrick Dixon, Chairman, Global Change Ltd, produced 10 facets of Leadership in the 3 

Rd Millennium are; 

 Leadership is everything 

 Preparing for the unexpected 

 Faster reaction times 

 Flatter structures 

 Teams and partners 

 Investing in people 

 Visionary technology 

 Sensitive to culture 

 Creating family 

 Providing purpose and meaning. 

LEADERSHIP TRENDS  

 COMPANY'S DISTINCTIVE PERSONALITY -Strong company personalities attract and 

repel certain types of individuals. This is a result of company's policies, practices, or priorities. 

Company personality is built and maintained by combining motivation, opportunity, and creating 

a desire to learn. The result, a super motivated environment.  

 MOTIVATION MANAGEMENT - Leaders must have coaching skills, not control skills. 

Motivated people have goals and seek ways to achieve them. Efficiency is the result of motivated 

employees.  

 CONTINUOUS LEARNING OPPORTUNITY - Motivation is associated with the desire to 

learn. There needs to be growth opportunity, without it, motivation dies.  

 THE SELF-MOTIVATING WORK FORCE - Employees assuming responsibility for their 

tasks. An environment where workers trust management and management trust workers.  
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 THE SELF-EDUCATING WORK FORCE - With fast changing technology, the only way to 

acquire new skills that stays ahead of the competition is through self-education and team-

education. Knowledge must be acquired as it comes into the marketplace from its source. 

Educational institutions offer advance technology courses only when there is a demand for it. By 

that time, much of its competitive value is gone.  

 NARROW KNOWLEDGE GAP - Most businesses operate with a wide knowledge gap 

between worker and management. All through history; this has been the policy; it is job security 

for leadership. Today, efficiency requires workers to assume responsibility and this requires the 

narrowing of the knowledge gap. This is achieved by offering learning opportunity. 

LEADERSHIP TREND ACCORDING TO BERSIN   

STUDY 

According to Bersin study there are seven trends identified in the 21
st
 century as follows: 

3.1.1 ORGANIZATIONS MUST PRIORITIZE INVESTMENTS IN LEADERSHIP 

DEVELOPMENT. From the Bersin survey: “Without effective leadership development, 

corporations and government agencies are at risk due to multiple factors … To mitigate these 

risks, the vigorous and ongoing application of leadership development is essential … in applying 

focused leadership development, high-impact organizations often create a leadership council or 

steering committee that is comprised of senior leadership, HR leaders and business-unit leaders – 

to motivate, engage and develop talent.” 

Organizations Must Create And Implement Both A Leadership Strategy And Leadership 

Development Strategy. Effective leadership development requires a strong leadership strategy – 

not just the implementation of programs. Without proper leadership, even the best and boldest 

strategies die, their potential never realized. Because leadership is more than the individuals in 

leadership positions, a “leadership strategy” defines the company‟s leadership requirements, 

including the number of leaders and at what levels these leaders should be, as well as the skills, 

behaviors and capabilities these leaders should have and will need going forward. 

3.1.3 LEADERSHIP COMPETENCIES MUST BE RENEWED “Traditional leadership 

competencies … still matter – but are evolving to accommodate the changing competitive 

landscape of the 21st century. Our research revealed five critical factors that are shaping 

leadership competencies: 

 The need for innovative and creative approaches to doing business and managing talent 

 The need for agile and flexible organizations and leaders 

 Global competition 

 People management “know how” 

 Diverse employee needs 
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3.1.4 LEADERSHIP MUST BE GLOBALIZED. Companies everywhere are modifying their 

business plans to expand their footprints internationally. In addition, globalization will intensify 

unlike any previous time in our history … Companies have to move from hierarchical, top-down 

leadership models to inclusive, participatory global leadership styles. These global forces require 

that leaders of the 21st century have a global perspective, are willing to embrace diversity and 

cultural differences, and look beyond their immediate geography to solve problems. 

3.1.5 BEING TECHNOLOGICALLY SAVVY IS KEY TO LEADERSHIP 

EFFECTIVENESS. Technological savvy has rapidly become an integral aspect of today‟s 

leadership effectiveness. Technology facilitates communication among leaders and employees, 

regardless of their physical location or when the communication needs to occur … Leading 

virtually is already a reality, and requirements to lead geographically dispersed units and teams 

will only increase. Technology will play a major role in dealing effectively with this challenge. 

3.1.6 LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT NOW TARGETS ALL LEADER AUDIENCES. 
Our research validates that targeting all leader levels for development is a best practice .Today, 

more and more best-practice companies are committing to developing their emerging leaders7, 

front- line leaders and midlevel leaders as much as they develop executives, senior leaders and 

high potentials – because they recognize leadership is a key component of jobs at all levels. 

3.1.7 LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS NEED TO EVOLVE AS A 

PROCESS, NOT A ONE-TIME EVENT.-To achieve lasting and substantial benefits, 

leadership learning experiences must apply to real organizational issues and take place in small, 

collaborative cohorts. This approach to learning mimics how leaders work together in the 

workplace – formally and informally. The goal of leadership development ultimately involves 

action, not knowledge. Development means providing leaders with ongoing learning 

opportunities to learn from their work, rather than taking them away from their work to learn.” 

4 TOP LEADERSHIP TRENDS FOR  2012 

 VALUES-BASED LEADERSHIP  

More organizations will be pushing for higher transparency, accountability and really making 

systemic the concept of leadership based on the right values. And, “greed is good” isn‟t one of 

them. Japanese universities are already discouraging graduates from entering the fields of 

banking – as the sector is still tanking from the very bad-will, not good-will after the Global 

Financial Crisis (GFC) and there will be more pressure on fulfilling other bottom lines than just 

the revenue bottom-line. 

 LEADERS WILL BE PRESSURED TO REWARD MORE, AND MORE 

INNOVATIVELY 

Salaries are recovering, but the huge shakeup in job losses and insecurity from the GFC will 

mean that to retain staff and to maintain staff numbers, leaders need to think about rewarding 

their people with more. The good news is that it does not have to be with just cash. Studies at 
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Standard Chartered Bank show that giving staff 3 paid days off to do volunteer work increases 

staff satisfaction, engagement, and (hopefully) reduce turnover. There‟s another plus side of that 

massive blogging of employees subsequent to an enriching school-building exercise in 

Bangladesh (for example) will lend great social media PR for the employer – a key factor when 

attracting the Millennial. 

 ENGAGING THE MILLENNIAL WILL BE A LEADERSHIP IMPERATIVE 

Those born between 1979 and 1996 are now heading into the workforce, or are already 

beginning to influence people at the junior and middle management levels. Gen Y as they also 

known, are impatient to succeed, tech-savvy, have high expectations of themselves as their 

employer, and like being team players.  To maximize their efforts, leaders need to rethink how 

they communicate with them on a daily basis, as well as constantly needing to stimulate and 

challenge a generation that can‟t remember life without the Net. 

 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT FOR LEADERS WILL BE A TOP PRIORITY 

More, training and development will need to be more outcomes focused, and the results more 

tangible. Return on Objectives may include intangibles that have to be measured with different 

metrics – like team engagement, improving negotiation skills, and intra and inter team 

communications. A top priority for joining or not joining an organization will includes; how you 

invest in your people 

 LEADERS WILL NEED TO BE MORE INNOVATIVE  

“Thinking out of the Box” is passé – as a phrase anyway. The Centre of Creative Leadership‟s 

2007 survey of 247 global executives (93% of them being CEOs or senior VPs) showed that the 

#2 priority was innovation. This can be a problem in risk averse Asia which has tended to follow, 

copy or ape norms and ideas rather than generate them. Asian organizations need to start taking 

smaller and frequent risks in order to leapfrog ahead of the competition. If you aren‟t failing fast 

enough – which is what innovation demands – you aren‟t winning fast enough. Peter Drucker 

recognized the need to innovate a long time ago when he said there are only 2 reasons for a 

company to exist – 1) market its products, and 2) to innovate 

5 CONCLUSION 

 We think businesses are going through a transformation. Command-and-control leadership is 

dead, at least in the executive suite. The problem is a lot of the managers haven‟t realized this 

yet. We are seeing a lot of managers in command-and-control reflex mode. That‟s what they‟ve 

learned. That‟s what they‟ve been rewarded for. That‟s what they‟ve seen in movies. That‟s what 

they‟ve seen in their careers. And the style has generally worked well, especially with baby-

boomers – we have all seen the same movies! 

 We are seeing leaders who will not settle for “rejection command-and-control,” which simply 

casts aside the philosophy and beliefs that supported that style. They are exploring a whole new 

set of leadership behaviours which we‟re calling, “engage-and-create.” This style is grounded in 
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what we believe is a fundamental change in boss-subordinate relationships. We believe it will 

have a broad impact on organizational culture.  

 This shifting to “engage-and-create” is all about business results. Leaders are not following the 

advice of some “touchy-feely” guru. Their goal is to be more competitive – to create sustainable 

competitive advantage. They have discovered that the best place to gain access to the 

information and the innovation that will positively and rapidly impact their ability to compete is 

through the people who actually do the work. 

 The leaders we are talking to are telling us that this is a win-win. Asking their employees for 

input gets them good, timely information. Employees are more involved and feel appreciated. 

The conversation usually makes everyone smarter about the specific issue being discussed. Plus, 

everyone gets a better sense of what‟s possible. That translates to more interest, involvement and 

dedication to the success of the business. The end result is greater than a sum of its parts. 

 For some managers the change will be easy. And for others it will be a struggle. 

 Some managers are most interested in being “The Boss.” They‟re not interested in leading others 

to find the right answer, the better answer, and to be open and vulnerable. Managers are people 

in positions of power. So there is an alpha dimension to their personality that comes with the 

package. If they don‟t have this ability to subordinate themselves to what the organization is 

trying to achieve, and what their specific area needs to achieve, the change will be tough.  

 Leaders have to help managers see the benefits, as Covey said, “Begin with the end in mind.” 

The change will go easier. Leaders need to find multiple ways of showing, training, 

demonstrating the engage-and-create style. We know that no change happens without 

conversation. So leaders need to start talking more. 
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